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OBJECTIVES of SOFC with lower costs and improved
performance. An important key is the

The purpose of this research is to develop development of an SOFC interconnection
alternative materials for solid oxide fuel cell material that can be sintered in air to _, high
(SOFC) interconnections and electrodes with density at temperatures <1550°C. lt should have
improved electrical, thermal and electrochemical a good thermal expansion match with and
properties. Another objective is to develop intimately bond to both the air and fuel
synthesis and fabrication processes for these electrodes., without forming deleterious
materials whereby they can be consolidated in interaction products at the interfaces. At the
air into SOFCs. The approach is to (1) develop present time this has not been attained with the
modifications of the current, state-off.the-art state..of-the-art L,a_._SrxCrO3 interconnections.
materials used in SOFCs, (2) minimize the
number of cations used in the SOFC materials to

reduce potential deleterious interactions, (3)
improve thermal, electrical, and electrochemical PROJECT DESCRIPTION
properties, (4) develop methods to synthesize
both state-of-the-art and alternative materials for The overall approach for this research and
the simultaneous fabrication and consolidation in development is to'.
air of the interconnections and electrodes with

the solid electrolyte, and (5) understand n Minimize the number of cations in the
electrochemical reactions at materials interfaces electrode-electrolyte-interconnection by
and the effects of component compositions and developing yttrium compounds, such as
processing on those reactions. Y(Ca)CrO 3 as the interconnection, and

Y(M')MnO s as the air electrode.

BACKGROUND miDevelop advanced synthesis and fabrication
processes for air sintering below 1550°C of

Solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) continue to chromite interconnections through (1) the use of
develop as promising, clean, and efficient sintering aids; and (2) the synthesis of
technology for the direct conversion of hydrogen submicrometer, active powders.
and fossil fuels to electrical energy. State-of-
the-art concepts generally use the same materials m Establish methods for the simultaneous
as the air electrodes, La(Sr)MnO 3 (sometimes processing and consolidation of air-sinterable
containing stabilized-Zr% particles); the fuel powders.
electrode, ZrOJNi composite; the

" , La(Sr)CrO_, and n Develop complex I_.,a(M')[Cr,M"]O3 orinterconnection, La_,Mg)CrO3 or
the electrolyte, Y203-stabilized ZrO 2. The use of Y(M')(Cr, M")CrO s compounds with modified
these different material combinations of themaal expansion and electrical conductivity.
manganite, chromite, zircon[a, and Ni in state-of-
the-art SOFCs pose several materials fabrication la Electrochemically evaluate interface reactions
and performance-related problen',s. (in reproducible and controlled laboratory tests)

for both the alternative and state-of-the-art

New alternative materials with improved materials and cell components developed under
properties that can be more easily fabricated into this program.
fuel cells are needed for the further development
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This paper describes a comprehensive study Y)0.v(Caor Sr)_CrO3. In this scheme, rare earth
that assessed the effects of composition, time depletion is achieved when x<0.3, and
and temperature on the air sintering of three enrichment occurs when x>0.3. Mori and
chromite systems. Systems studied were coworkers reported data for La0.vCa,_CrO_with
Yo.TCaxCrO3 (YCC), Lao.vCa,,CrO3(LCC), and x=0.30 and 0.32, However, due to the difficulty
La0.vSr,,CrO3 (LSC). The effects on sintering of of replicating chromite compositions to the
additives to the B-site, as partial substitutions for necessary high accuracy using different synthesis
Cr, were also assessed, techniques, compositions with a range of rare

earth levels were prepared and sintered, using
the sintering behavior as the indicator of relative

RESULTS compositions. In effect, sintered density was
used as the analytical chemistry technique.

Experimvntal Procedun_s Samples were prepared in each chromite system
with x= 0.28, 0.29, 0.30, 0.31, and 0.32, with a

Chromite powders were synthesized by the relative precision of +0.001 or better. Samples
glycine/nitrate process using a "stoichiometric" were heated at lO0°C/br to 1400°C, then air
molar ratio of glycine-to-nitrate (g/n,_3.55) t'z3. quenched. A comparison of the data from the
The powder was calcined at 650°C for 0,5 hr, current study to that reported by Mori et al is
uniaxially pressed (no binder) at 35 MPa and shown in Figure 1. The samples with x=0.32
then isostatically pressed at 140 MPa into appx. behave similarly, but the sintered density of the
21 mm diameter by 3 mm thick samples. The Mori et al sample with x=0,30 was substantially
pellets were set on edge in alumina racks and lower and may actually have been comparable to
sintered in an electrical resistance-heated furnace a PNL composition with x=0.295. However, the
in air. Sintered densities were determined by trends in the data are similar with a substantial
immersion weighing in ethyl alcohol, increase in sintered density as calcium content is
Theoretical densities were calculated from lattice increased between x=0.29 and 0.32. This

parameters detetxnined by X-ray diffraction on comparison reinforces the need to examine
the perovskite phase. Theoretical densities used sintering effects in chromites over a range of
were: 5.35 g/cm * for Y0.vCa_CrO3,6.07 g/cm 3 for Asq3ratios rather than performing experiments at
La0.vCa_CrO,, and 6.41 g/cre 3 for Lao.7Sr,,CrO3 (x single As'B ratios, due to the difficulty of
nominally 0.3). accurately controlling chromite compositions.

Effect of A/B Cation Ratio Figure 2 compares data from Mori et al to
that of the present study for L.a0:_Ca0..v,CrO a

Previous studies have demonstrated that samples l'mated to various temperatures and
slight enrichment or depletion of the "A-site" quenched. The curves cross at 1200°C with the
cations in relation to I',he"B-site" cation (Cr) can PNL samples showing higher sintered densities
substantially alter sintering behavior of the at higher temperatures. Because of differences
ABO:type-perovskite chromites 4's. In order to in powder synthesis techniques, it is likely that
allow a direct comparison to data published by the PNL samples had lower green densities,
Mori et al6, the same substitution scheme was resulting from smaller panicle size. The PNL
adopted in the present study; that is, the A./B site powders, being more active, would be expected
ratio was altered by depleting or enriching the to shrink more rapidly at lower temperatures
rare earth subs_.itui:ion cation with the La or Y than would the Mori samples. In addition, as
and the Cr concentrations held constant: (La or discussed elsewhere 4, variations in synthesis
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Figure 1. Percent of theoretical density achieved Is plotted Figure 2. Percent of theoretical density achieved Is plotted

versus c_lcluai content for Lao_CazCu_) 3 samples heated to versus peak sintering tempe_ature for Lao.TCao._,C_O_
1400°C at lO0°/hr and air quenched. Mod et al data frum samples heated at lOO°/hr and air quenched.
reference 6,

procedure may result in differing amounts of composition (A/B=I.0).
chromate phase exsolution, causing later
differences in the extent of liquid-phase In the YCC system, Figure 5, the sintered
sintering, density is only slightly affected by changes in

A/B ratio, although sintered densities generally
The effects of A/B ratio and peak increase slightly with increasing calcium content.

temperature for the three chromite systems are The previous study 4 found a much larger A/B
illustrated in Figures 3, 4 and 5. These ratio affect on sintering in the YCC system, and
chromites were heated at 100°C/ht to the peak this also could be attributed to the different
temperature and air quenched. The trend seen in substitution scheme and sintering schedule.
Figure 1 for the LCC system at 1400°C also
holds for LCC samples sintered to the other Long-Term Sintering
peak temperatures (Figure 3). At temperatures
as low as 1100°C, the A/B ratio has a Based on the results shown in Figures 3-5,
substantial effect on sintered density, two compositions were chosen from each

chromite system to be sintered for longer times
In the LSC system, Figure 4, the highest and at different temperatures. For each system,

densities are achieved for the highest strontium compositions were chosen with a separation of
enrichment, x=0.32. However a local minimum 0.02 in alkaline earth content, one composition
is observed for x=0.31 at 1300°C and above. A relatively depleted in alkaline earth and the other
similar local minimum was observed for LSC in relatively enriched. These compositions were
a previous study 4 although that study used a then heated to a given temperature at 100°C/br
different substitution scheme and the chromites and then held for periods of from 8 to 168 hr.
were sintered at 1550°C for 8 hr, resulting in the Results for sintering at 1200 °, 1300 °, and
minima occurring for the stoichiometric 1400°C are shown in. Figures 6, 7 and 8, in
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versus ca|clum content for Laa_CazCrO 3 samples heated to versus calcium content for Y0.TCaxCrO _ samples heated to

various peak temperatures at 100°/ht and air quenched, various peak temperatures at 100°/ht and air quenched.

100 ........ , . .., ........., - ,--_ which the time-zero data are taken from Figures

3-5.
90"

In Figures 6-8, the relative sintering
characteristics of the different chromites do not

.2._'-80 ," change except for the case of the longest time at
= ,, 1400°C (Figure 8 at 168 ht). Under all other

ca_.70 o_ ..u. ," conditions, LCC29 and LCC31 have the lowest
1550c ...--" .., ,' .,./ and highest sintered densities, respectively; the

"_m = 1400°Cv "', ,,"

60 ,--v_ "_ "n /¢_/-. LSC and YCC compositions exhibit intermediatesintered densities, with LSC sintered densities
x:: ..xr _/,,_- -- v 13o,0;c" always lower than those of YCC.o_ 50 . -.-e ._

0 • , i,

1200 Ca,.. '
..._ ...... _ ..... , For ali of the compositions, sintering rates

40 _.• _....,_. ":..L .q>. "-" "'r'1100°C decrease with time, as expected• Some

Sr Depleted I Sr Enriched compositions, notably I..CC31 at ali temperatures
30 ; ..... _ _._.__________L ........ and LSC30 at 12000 and 1300°C, densities

0.28 0.29 0.30 0.31 0. }2
actually decrease at intermediate times. These

StrontiumContent (x) apparently decreasing densities may be due to
Figure 4. Percent of theo_tical density achieved is plotted immersion weighing errors in those cases where
versus strontium cor_tent for l.,a0.TSr, C_O _ samples heated relative densities are low. However, for LCC31,

tJa various peak temperatures at 100*/ht and atr quenched, repetition of the density determinations and
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Figure 6. Penzent of theoretical density achieved is plotted Figure 8. Percent of theoretical density achieved is plotted

versus sintering time at 1200°C for six chromite versus sintering time at 1400°C for six chromite

compositions, compositions.

optical microscopy indicate that the effect is100 - • , *'- , - , .... ,_ ', ........, ........,

7 .-v .,L%,Cao,,Cr% - ,. _ 7.._._ [ real• LCC31 attains maximum density between
t "-,, .-" - - - 8 and 24 hr. The causes of subsequent

90 __1 decreases in density of LCC31 are not,/.,.----_ understood, but may be related to oxygen
._ _ deficiency, gradual phase changes, or slight._, 80 kao7Sro_Cr03

= ; ............ • bloating due to gas pressure inside closed pores.
70

"_ Although the chromites that sinter to
tj .El _ • •13"' Lao,rSro.,,_oCrO3

60 t_'" v relatively high densities below 1400°C densify
a_ .....- primarily via a liquid-phase mechanism (see

,,v -- " " below), LCC29 and LSC30 probably sinter via

o_ 50 /V Lao.TCao.2,CrOz solid state transport at high temperatures after
v experiencing low-temperature, transient liquid-

40 I phase sintering events. Figure 9 is a log-log

___ plot of linear shrinkage (calculated from sample
30 - ' • ' ' • ' ' ' - _-_- densities) versus time for compositions sintered

0 25 50 75 100 125 150 175 at 1400°C. The slope for LCC29 indicates

Sintering Time, hr approximately (/3 dependence, whereas that for

Figure 7. Percent o1' theoretical density achieved is plotted LSC30 changes to t_/s dependence after 24 hr.
versus sintering time at 1300°C for six chromite The early-stage t_ dependence may indicate a
compositions, solid-state grain-boundary diffusion mechanism 7.
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Figta'e 9. Logarithm of n_lative sintering shrinkage Is Figure lO. Sintering shrinkage Is plotted versus

plotted versus logarithm of sintering time at 1400°C for temperature for (Y0,6Cao,4)_l.y_Cra._O _ samples heated at
two cta-omlte compositions. 100°C/hr In a dilatometer.

Sintering Shrinkage Curves only occurs for two compositions that have
A/B>1.0, beginning at about 1200°C for

The mechanisms of chromite sintering were (Y0.6Ca0.4)L0sCr0.9503 and at about 1150°C for
investigated using dilatometry to monitor sample Lao.TCao.29CrO 3. In summary, these results
shrinkage at controlled heating rates, indicate that enrichment of the A-site has two
Previously 4 sintering shrinkage curves for Y_. effects on the sintering curve; 1) the onset of the
,,CaxCrO3, were used to demonstrate that first rapid-shrinkage event is lowered in
increasing the calcium content (while holding temperature by about 70 ° to approximately
A/B=I.0) increased the magnitude of a rapid- 950°C, and 2) a rapid-shrinkage event occurs
shrinkage event beginning near 1020°C. near 1200°C that is not observed in samples
Dilatometry studies were subsequently with A-site depletion.
performed on YCC compositions with varied
A,,'Bratios and for two LCC compositions. X-ray diffraction (XRD) was performed on
Although the substitution schemes and heating the LCC compositions whose shrinkage curves
rates were slightly different for the YCC and the are shown in Figure 11. Pellets were heated at
LCC samples, these systems exhibit similar 100°C/ht to a peak temperature, then quenched
behavior. As shown in Figures 10 and 11, two and powdered for XRD. The secondary phase,
rapid-shrinkage events can occur in both CaCrO4, forms, melts, and redissolves into the
systems. The first event occurs in all samples, perovskite matrix by 1200°C in both LCC
beginning at about 1020°C for compositions compositions. Unit cell volumes were used to
with A/B<I.0, arid at about 950°C for determine the amount of Ca present within the
compositions with AJB>I.0. The second event perovskite at each temperature. The amount of



0.1 . . ......, , .... _ .... samples with various A/B site ratios. The

samples had the general formula, (LaomSro.24)o.
y)(Cro.,_M'o.t)o+y)O_,where M' is the B-site

0.0 . ''. additive of interest in the series.

The effects of Al, Zn, Co and Cu are
..ao -0.1 compared to a control with no B-site dopant,
2:r a
< Figure 12. In general, tile results show that

'o these additives have relatively small effects on-0.2 . sintering when the A-site is enriched (A/B>I),
< '. but can have substantial effects when the B-site

-0.3 La-'_h'"t:2_'_3oT"-''0al"-"" is enriched (A/B<I). These results clearlydemonstrate that AI substitution is either neutral

(A/B>1), or severely detrimental (A/B<I) to
-0.4 -----'-_ : '...... -_ , ...... ' • sintering of this chromite. On the other hand,

800 1000 1200 1400 1600 Co is apparently beneficial for A/B_;1, while Cu
Temperature (°C) and Zn are beneficial mainly when A/B<1.

1' Figure 11. Sintering shrinkage Is plotted versus Since it had been determined that additives

i,I' temperature for Lao.TCa,CrO _ samples heated at 100°C/br have the greatest effects when A/B<I, several
in a dilatometen other species were tested at only two AjB

values, 1.0 and 0,9. The results, plotted in
Figure 13, show that Zr is extremely detrimental

,_ CaCrO 4 phase present was tracked by measuring for both levels, while Ni, Ga, and Mg are
i peak intensities. Preliminary analysis of these beneficial at both levels. The additives, Ag, Mn,

data indicates that the rapid shrinkage events and Fe appear to benefit sintering slightly at
occur as the Ca redissolves into the perovskite. A/B=0.9, but hinder sintering at A/B=I.
This redissolution occurs in two stages in the

LCC31 material, whereas only one redissolution The addition of Co is shown to be more

stage is observed in the LCC29 material, effective in the LSC system (A/B<I) than in
LCC or YCC, as shown in Figure 14. The

Effects of B-site Substitution on Sintering of explanation may be that addition of Co induces
Chromites liquid phase formation in LSC when A/B=I or

greater. In contrast, substantial liquid phas_
One of the options for improving the already present in LCC and YCC, even without

sinterability of chromites in air is to utilize a the addition of Co.
sintering aid that does not cause harmful

materials interactions. The first step in the Conclusions
search was to screen prospective additives to

find those that increase sinterability. In order to Sintering of chromites with varied cation
assess the effects of substitution of various ratios showed that at temperatures as low as
cations for Cr3. on the B-site in La(Sr)CrO3, l l00°C, the A-sitefB-site ratio has a substantial
several series of samples were prepared and effect on sintered density of La0.7CaxCrO 3. For
sintered at 1550°C for 3 hours. Each series temperatures of 1200°, 1300 °, and 1400°C, and
tested the effects of an additive on sintering of times up to 48 hr, LCC29 and LCC31 have the
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for (Laon6Sro,_(by)(Cr0,gM'oa)(t,y)Os, where M' is Co, Zn, for (LAo, TREo,3)(l.y)(Cro,gCooa)(hy)O_, where LA is La or Y
Cu, or AI. Sinteflng was at 15500C for 8 _lr. and RE is Sr or Ca. Sintering was at 1550°C for 8 hr.

lowest and highest sintered densities,
respectively; the LSC and YCC compositions

100 --_ _ _._-.--._Ni ,.: exhibit intermediate sintered densities, with LSC
a

90 ._-:z':.----..... __Mg sintered densities always lower than those of
.... _ - - - NAg YCC. The chromites that sinter to relatively

'-_m80 / --..---.. ,._,___-----Fe high densities at below 1400°C densify primarily
= e" • "_ ¢""" ....... "'--Mn via a liquid-phase mechanism, involving the

,_ exsolution, melting and subsequent redissolution-_ 70
•_ \No Dopant of CaCrO4.
'-- 60o

Studies of additions to the B-site in

"!---50 chromites indicate that these additives have
relatively small effects on sintering when the A-

40 - v ..... site is enriched, but can have substantial effects
.............. vZr when the B-site is enriched. AI substitution is

30 , ..... , . , , either neutral (A/B>I) or severely detrimental
0.90 0.95 1.00 (A/B<I) to sintering of LSC. On the other

A-site/B-site Ratio hand, Co is beneficial for A/B<I while Cu and
Zn are beneficial mainly when A/B<1. Zr is

Figure 13. Sintered density Is plotted versus A/B site ratio extremely detrimental for sintering of LSC,
for (Lao.,6Sro._)tt._)(Cro.gM'0a)(lmOs, where M' is Ni, Ga, while Ni, Ga, and Mg are beneficial. The
Mg, Ag, Mn, Fe, or Zr. Sintering was at 1550"C for 8 hr. additives, Ag, Mn, and Fe appear to have only
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slight effects. The addition of Co is more into adjacent components, formation of
effective in the LSC system than in LCC or deleterious crystalline interaction phases between
YCC. components, and effects of additives to

interfaces between components.
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